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Should you buy a TCL TV? If you're shopping for your next tv, and trying to choose between different budget TV brands out there, you may well come across the name TCL - but knowing what to do is a whole other thing. That's why we've collected everything you need to know about the established
Chinese electronics brand, including the most recent models that we tested and what you can expect to pay for them. You can find out what's new for TCL in our TCL TV 2020 guide, where we're launching through new HVD and 8K TVs this year, as well as what updates old favorites like the 5-Series and
6-Series are getting up to date and competitive with later models. (Hint: it's a lot of ZLD and mini-LED.) Check out our guide to the best 32-inch TVWhile TCL the largest audience unsurprisingly in its native China, now supplying TVs around the world, with a strong presence in the US, Europe, Australia
and SE Asia. After an indecisive launch in the UK in 2018, too, TCL is expanding its UK range with two new ER (C71 and C81) and the promise of 8K TVs to come too - which may well make more impact than the low-end DP648 and EP658 models we've seen so far. We now know that TCL's excellent
Roku TV collaboration will be coming to Europe and South America, presumably with new models landing in the UK - although we'll be the first to let you know when this information is more solid. So how do TCL TVs differ from competitors, and are they worth your money? Read on for everything you
need below. Today's best TCL TV deals in your areaIf I buy a TCL TV? The main advantage of TCL in the television market is aggressive pricing. It manufactures televisions on a large scale and has passed a lot of these savings to consumers in an attempt to win over a worldwide audience. If you're
looking for a cheap TV that offers a lot on price, the TCL will often be a good bet - often for very large sized TVs too. If the thought of forking out for 55 inches or a 65-inch TV got you sweating, know that TCL won't charge through the nose for it - and the TV maker offers everything from 32-inch TVs to
massive 75-inch screens. There is always a cost vs performance issue to consider as cheaper TVs almost inevitably mean a drop in quality from their more premium counterparts. Image processing is often the first thing that suffers, with the main processors unable to really cope with the requirements of
high-resolution television. TCL TVs tend to go quite heavy on processing images, which some said would provide a dynamic picture, but can lead to colorless photos and medium contrast. The TCL 6-Series is one of our favorite mid-range TV models - and has received an update OF THE Credit: TCL)
TCL features and formats4K resolution is becoming increasingly the norm for smart TVs these days, which is great for those who want to watch TV and movies in clear Ultra HD detail. You often get a high high The range (HDR) is bundled too, although a TV under $500/AU$700 doesn't usually have the
specs to really pull out the HDR extended color scheme - so keep in mind that the cheap 4K HDR set from TCL won't provide the same picture as higher-end television. TCL has used a number of operating systems for its TVs over the years, so it's worth making sure you get a decent smart TV platform
with a TV. Many of its mid-range U.S. kits use Roku TV smart platforms, and makes for a fresh, thoughtful interface with lots of your favorite streaming apps like Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime Video. Other TCL kits, such as the DP648 in the UK, use a much more basic Linux OS. Most of the new TCL
TVs, however, come with the same Android OS - in an attempt to standardize across the board - that is a good all-rounder smart platform also used by Sony and Hisense.Disney Plus Price: How to sign up, and how much it costs TCL has several more experimental TV designs from time to time, largely
closer to its home market in China. But American viewers after something fancy might want to follow the TCL 8-Series 8K LLD, which marks the beginning of TCL's foray into 8K ultra-high resolutions. The much loved TCL 6 series, too, got an update to the display OF THE WORLD: read our TCL 6 Series
OF THE GOOD review to find out more. It's also worth noting that TCL doesn't support HDR10 by sticking instead to leading the Dolby Vision format for their favorite TVs, although this will only really make a difference if you plan to watch a lot of premium HDR formats. In general, your choice of TCL TV
can go back to where you live. In the US there are many TVs we reviewed well, and TCL has created an understanding of the market and what American viewers want from their TVs. In the UK you have fewer options that are not quite so competitively priced. If you opt for TCL television though, you can
be sure that you are getting good TV value. TCL's new LEAD look set to improve its UK lineup (Image credit: TCL)TCL TV reviews So here's the background on TCL, but what do we actually think of the TVs we tested? We've reviewed TCL TVs for a number of prices, sizes and specifications - and you
check out the most important ones below. TCL 6-series Roku TV review (USA): The TCL 6-series is the best TV under $1,000, period. Packaging Broad Color Gamut, Dolby Vision and a full array panel for just $650 for a 55-inch 55R617, this is a budget 4K TV that we will recommend to friends, family
and readers before the end of the year. TCL 8-Series 8K LED Roku TV hands on review (USA): 8-Series' use of mini LEDs and ZLD technology provide a noticeable leap over the 6-series, including better off-the-corner viewing and a thinner overall design. Just know though it's Be the best TCL, we fully
expect it to be TCL's most expensive yet. TCL 6-Series 4K LED Roku TV Review (USA): The TCL 6-Series remains one of the best budget TVs you can buy thanks to its beautiful 4K HDR performance and high-end inclusion formats such as Dolby Vision. This LED update is a great boost, although
motion processing and HD upscaling continue to suffer. TCL 5-Series (USA): With a bit of customization you can turn the TCL 5-Series into a solid, mid-level LED TV. It doesn't have the highest peak of brilliance at its price, and suffers from the existence of such a superb 6-series, which costs just $100-
$200 more. TCL EP658 4K Smart TV (UK): The 2019 upgrade to DP648 isn't much of an overhaul, with patchwork upscaling and some synchronization issues, even if the native 4K performs admirably for this cheap-like chips set. TCL DP648 4K Smart TV (UK): The first TCL set to reach UK shores, the
DP648 promises 4K on a budget and it does just that. It can't compete with higher-end models, and image processing can make HDR content come out looking worse for wear. But TCL's 4K set still offers a hefty amount for the price. For our best TV picks, our guide to the best TVs is here to help out the
best TCL TV deals today in your region Update September 11, 2020: There's a new version of this TV. Check out our full 2020 TCL 6-Series review for all the details, including comparisons to the 2019 model below. It's easy to choose a cheap TV - just shop for the price. And it's relatively easy to choose
an expensive TV - just get an OLED. But the tougher solution faces a large group of TV buyers in the middle, those who are willing to pay a little more for an impressive 4K HDR image but don't want to throw an arm and a leg on an OLED TV. Let me help you make this decision right now. The best quality
picture for money in 2019 belongs to the average price of the TCL 6-Series. It's currently $800 for a 65-inch model and $600 for a 55-inch. No TV I tested in this price range, including an excellent version of 2018, works better. And you can definitely pay more for TVs that work worse. TCL has improved
the color for 2019 thanks to quantum dots - hence the mention of THELS in the TCL marketing material - and slightly updated the styling. Otherwise, the Chinese TV-maker stuck to the same winning formula he used last year: excellent image quality paired with Roku TV. The 6-Series has excellent
contrast, lots of brightness and minimal bloom, beating other great sets such as the Vizio M8 and Samsung No70 on the hair in overall image quality. And TCL built-in Roku, my favorite smart TV system, beats these TVs streaming system comfortably. See all the photos no 31 More If you want a better
image than this TCL your next stop in terms of price of something like the TCL 8-series, Vizio's P-series quantum X or even higher-end Samsung SLED. I haven't reviewed those yet so I can't say for sure how much their photos will be, but I know how much they cost: hundreds more than the 6-Series, with
some approaching the price of OLED TVs like the LG B9. I feel comfortable saying none of these TVs will suit the value proposition of this TCL, and no cheaper TV works better. Here's Why 2019 TCL 6-Series Earns CNET CNET The reward for choice. DesignThe TCL 6-Series certainly doesn't look
cheap. The sheet of glass in front of the screen runs all the way to the edges along the top and sides for a clean, minimalist look. The metal bottom edge is thicker and a little brighter gray, matching the leg stand. If you look from the outside, the TV is an irreconcilable rectangular slab, and not gradually
thickened cabinet, found on competitors. The resulting 6-series looks more chunky and a little less modern from the corner. These standing feet are located on the extreme edges of the TV, another unusual move. You'll need a nice wide countertop or stand - 57 inches wide of the 65-inch sample I've
reviewed - to support it. Of course, like any TV you can also wall-mounted 6-series. Sarah Tew/CNET Why Roku TV rocksI'm a fan of Roku TV, for reasons I've documented extensively in previous reviews. Here's a short list of reasons to love it: Frequent updates and features improvements. Simple
menus with quick answers. Full set-up, including the input name. The entrances are on the same homepage as the TV apps. More apps (and 4K HDR apps) than any other smart TV system.4K Spotlight and 4K category apps make finding 4K content easier. Cross-platform search covers a lot of services,
allows you to compare prices. Other ways to watch is offering streaming shows in the guide antenna program. You can pause the live broadcast from the source of the antenna (and USB flash). My sample review doesn't get the latest Roku software yet, version 9.2, but when it happens a few other nifty
features, including voice activated sleep timer and curated zone content, will appear. Check out my roku 2019 players writeup for newer additions, and my review of my favorite 4K Roku device, Roku Streaming Stick Plus, for other details about Roku itself. One thing currently missing from the Roku
platform in general, and that is TCL TV in particular - and available on competing smart TVs from Vizio, Samsung and LG - is Apple's support for Apple's AirPlay system. Samsung TVs also currently offer the Apple TV app. Apple says the TV app will be available on Roku at some point in the future. The
Sarah Tew/CNET 6-Series includes a simple Roku remote with built-in voice control (unlike last year TCL did not announce a cheaper option that does not have a voice remote). Roku's voice function isn't as reliable as Amazon Alexa found on Fire Edition TVs, for example, but it worked great for finding,
launching apps, switching inputs and setting up the antenna channel. If the TV is off, a voice command like Netflix Will Turn It on and Run the App. Display technology LED LCD LED lighting Full array with local blackout Resolution 4K HDR compatible HDR10 and Dolby Vision TV Roku TV Remote Voice
The most important image quality additionally is a complete local blackout, which TCL calls the technology of the contrast control zone, but it means the same. The 6-Series has a plethora of zones at a price: 100 zones for 55-incher and 120 zones for 65-incher. If you're tracking it's another four four and
the same as last year, respectively. It's a little better than the Vizio M8, which has 90 zones in both sizes. Having a higher blackout zone doesn't necessarily mean better image quality, but it can help. This is because smaller, larger zones allow the image to light up (and dim) more accurately, better
separating parts of the image that need to be brighter from the parts that should be darker. This helps eliminate flowering, where a bright area can lighten one that needs to be dark. The TCL mini-LED system, available at the high end of the 8-Series, takes this to the extreme. Like Vizio and Samsung TVs,
the 6-Series also uses quantum dots - its biggest advantage on paper compared to its predecessor in 2018. These points are microscopic nanocrystals that glow a certain wavelength (color, for example) when energy is given. They improve color compared to TVs not equipped for ED. My measurements
showed a slightly better color in the 2019 6-Series than last year's model, and it looked more accurate in my comparisons. Like the 2018 model, the 6-Series supports the Dolby Vision and HDR10 formats of high dynamic range. These days it's basically the only manufacturer that isn't Samsung.The TV
also advertises a spec called Natural Motion 240, but as usual, it's a makeup number. The 6-Series has a 60Hz native panel and can't match the performance motion of true 120 Hz TVs like the Vizio P-Series, the quantum, Samsung 70 and the Sony X950G. Note that TCL has not yet announced a 75-
inch version of the 6th series in 2019. He announced that size separately in January at CES (a TV that turned out to be with a 120 Hz speed upgrade), so maybe he'll do it again at CES 2020. Sarah Tew / CNET Around the Back you will find a healthy set of jacks.4 HDMI inputs (HDMI 2.0a and HDCP
2.2)1 analog (composite) video input1 USB port (2 .0)Ethernet (Wired Internet)1 Headphone Jack1 Optical Digital Audio Output1 RF (antenna) inputThe 2019 6-Series adds a fourth HDMI input compared to the 2018 Model Three. It lacks some of the extra HDMI 2.1 services found on some competitors,
such as variable upgrade speeds, but it has an automatic game mode designed to automatically plug in the low entry lag option when connected to a compatible gaming device. The headphone jack is a nice touch, and unlike cheaper Roku kits, this one has an Ethernet, too. Page 2 Click on the image
above to customize the image and HDR notes. Sarah Tew/CNET In my side-by-side comparison, the TCL 6-Series' picture was so good or better than any of the TVs in my comparison lineup, except for the LG B9 OLED. It was a little better than the Like Vizio M8, which costs about the same, and the
Samsung 70, which costs a lot more. He also Beats is wonderful with the more expensive Vizio P-series quantum. In my rating scale, all the LCD TVs I reviewed were good enough to dial 8 for excellent image quality. Click on the image on the right to see the image settings used in the review and learn
more about how to image this TV TV worked during the calibration. Dim Lighting: For my home theater test I turned to Martin Scorsese's 1995 classic, Casino. The 2019 TCL supported the black hue in the opening of the white-on-black titles, slightly surpassing the 2018 TCL and Samsung and matching
Vizios. The trend continued in a shot of bosses around the smoky table (3:36), where the 2019 TCL delivered better black levels than any of the LCDs - although Vizio and it was hard to tell the difference at first sight. In striking scenes like the creation of shots from the bright casino floor (5:41) all the



LCDs looked very similar in terms of contrast and depth of black in the mailbox bars, although Samsung again fell a little behind. The shadow detail on the TCL was excellent, as was the TCL's ability to cut blooming or stray lighting, although in no area was it significantly better or worse than other LCDs.
Bright lighting: the TCL 6-Series supplied enough light output for any lighting situation and plenty of oomph for HDR, with peak SDR brightness that didn't match just three more expensive TVs in its competitive set. It is also measured brighter than the Vizio P-series quantum (P659-G1) in any other
brightness category. TV Bright (SDR) Exact Color (SDR) Bright (HDR) Accurate Color (HDR) Sony XBR-65X950G 1,050 427 1,264 1.035 SamsungN65-70R 1,006 592 953 767 Vizio P659-G1 792 561 822 602 TCL 65R625 65R625653 578 881 813 TCL 65R617 (2018) 653 299 824 824 Vizio M658-G1
633 633400 608 531 LG OLED65B9 374 283 628 558 As usual Vivid Picture mode was bright on the 6-Series but I recommend fine tuning instead for everyday viewing. It's easy to get an accurate bright picture room with TCL: Just set the image mode in the movie (or Bright HDR) and crank the TV
Brightness settings to brighter. For dark rooms, on the contrary, the best choice is the movie (or Dark HDR) with TV Brightness: Darker Settings. Vizio is still the simplest, however, with its calibrated and calibrated dark settings. The TCL seems to have improved the screen finish for the 2019 6-Series,
which obscured the bright reflections in my viewing room a little better than the 2018 version. The screen still made worse while maintaining contrast and black levels than the Vizio M8 and especially Samsung (which was the best anti-reflective screen of any LCD in my lineup), however. It's hardly a deal
breaker though. Precision Color: The TCL 6-Series is measured as accurate as any TV in my line of bother before and after calibration, and as usual, its superb contrast helped color pop. At the Casino, I appreciated the vibrant shades of the streets of Vegas and the playing floor - as well as the outfits
worn by Sharon Stone's character. Several natural colors of the film, which include the grass of a ball field and the blue of the desert sky, have also been rendered in good faith. But then again, no TV stood out much better than any other in the field. I encountered one strange problem where TCL's
appeared greatly exaggerated, with oversaturated reds in particular. This only happened once during my testing, however, and I couldn't get it to happen again. The colors looked normal again after I switched sources. Video Processing: TCL 6-Series handled 1080p/24 content properly, keeping the film
cadence as long as the natural movie settings are enabled. The disconnection that the installation created a jerky 3:2 retractable motion in my standard test using the aircraft carrier flyover from I Am Legend.Two other settings also affect motion performance: Action Smoothing and LED Motion Clarity. The
first introduces the soap opera effect to various strengths, while turning it off to remove the effect completely (note that the setup is properly gray when the natural movie is turned on). Unlike these smoothing options on most other TVs, this doesn't improve the resolution of motion that's left on the 300 lines
typical of 60 Hz TVs no matter how many smoothing actions I've applied. LED clarity uses a black frame insert to increase motion resolution (up to an impressive 1,200 lines) and combat blur, but comes with the usual compromises: a significantly dim image and visible flicker. I recommend all but the most
blurry sensitive viewers to keep it off. TCL has the lowest (best) input lag I've ever measured. With Game Mode engaged it was only 11 milliseconds with 1080p and 4K HDR sources. With the game mode turned, the lag increased quite a bit to 94ms with HDR 4K, but remained the same (11ms) with
1080p. Uniformity: Screen of my 2019 TCL 6-Series sample review maintained remarkable uniformity, with slightly darker angles than in the middle and no visible lighting structure or straight dirty screen effect. A full field of test models showed that it was a little better than the Samsung and Vizio P in this
area, similar to the 2018 TCL and a little worse than the Vizio M8, but no one was bad by any means. From off-angle it retained black levels and fidelity about as well as other LCDs. Of course, the OLED screen was more homogeneous and basically perfect off the corner, surpassing any of the LCD kits.
View all the photos No. 29 More HDR and 4K video: Just like with the SDR TCL held its own impressive fashion when I switched to high-quality 4K HDR videos. Anyway it pulled ahead of the LCD pack in most ways. I started by comparing a montage of Spears links and a Munsil UHD HDR reference
drive. The TCL 6-Series looked great, not just from OLED overall. The light output was excellent, with the brightest glare in mirrored areas such as sunrise (2:12) and among the brightest in the white field, such as clouds over the mountains (0:13) and snow pasture (0:38). Samsung matched the 6-series
in the last scene, but the Vizios were lackluster about 100 nits, the difference which could see in my dark room side by side without measuring. However, it would be difficult to detect the difference in brightness without such a comparison. TCL also on complex scenes with a black background. The Honey
Bear (2:27) looked brilliant with a deep black and remarkable lack of flowering, while Samsung and the 2018 TCL both appeared with lighter, more washed-out backgrounds. The black levels on the two Vizios were similar to the TCL in this scene, with the P-series quantum perhaps a little deeper and
showing a little less flowering. But between the three TCL looked best mainly because of the bright moments, which leads to a superb contrast overall. The color of the 6-Series was superb in grass and colors, with no trouble oversaturation and reddish hue that I saw at the 2018 TCL 6-Series. I also didn't
see any major color gradations or banding issues in the sky and clouds, artifacts that really seemed to have been on the Vizio P-series quantum from time to time. Next I popped up in the 4K version of HDR Casino and it was more of the same, albeit on a smaller scale. Compared to the mounting of the
reference disc, which is designed to tease differences and really challenge TVs, Casino made them all look more similar - and all great performers. During the boss's dark shot in the opening (3:39) the TCL is supported by a darker shade of black than any of the LCDs aside from the Vizio P-series
quantum. Highlights, such as the lamp above the boss's desk, were a little lacklustre on the TCL than The Samsung and Vizio M-Series, but the overall TCL kick and brilliance in most scenes was a slim cut better than any of them. The colors looked mostly similar, and were of good quality on all TVs, from
Vegas strip lights to greens, carnations and red flowers at the wedding dining table (41:47). Once again the 2019 TCL beat its predecessor with a more natural, balanced look, and it kept a solid pace with other TVs, all of which also have quantum dots or OLED for a wide color range. The differences re-
emerged when I compared streaming on Samsung, TCL and Vizios using built-in TV apps. I'm streaming an episode of Stranger Things on Netflix. The presentation of TCL's Dolby Vision channel looked great, with black levels and a punch that outdid Samsung by the hair (I attribute it to more TVs myself,
not the fact that Samsung's version was HDR10 rather than Dolby Vision), meanwhile the M8 looked too dark, with crushed shadow details defaulted to Caliber Dark Mode. The Vizio P-series quanta looked the best of them nose, with deeper black levels than TCL and good shadow details. But then again
his highlights were a little lacklustre. Note that I compared the TVs in that I considered their best default settings (namely TV Brightness: Brighter and Picture mode: Dark Dolby Vision for TCL), and most of these differences can be styled or tweaked in image settings. In Dolby Vision and Stranger Things
(which is pretty dark), for example, TCL looked a little better for me with its TV brightness setting at normal or bright rather than brighter. Test Score Score Black Brightness 0.0045 Good peak of white brightness 653 Good Avg. gamma (10-100%) 2.17 Good error of the grey scale of Avg. (10-100%) 0.66
Good dark grey bug (30%) 0.14 Good bright grey bug (80%) 0.43 A good error of Avg color check. 1.21 Good Avg. Saturation sweeps bug 1.12 Good Avg. Color error 0.98 Good red error 0.46 Good green error 1.54 Good blue error 2.68 Good error Cyan 0.49 Good error Magenta 0.59 Good yellow error
0.16 Good 1080p/24 Cadence (IAL) Pass Good Traffic Resolution (max) 1200 Good Traffic Resolution (dejudder Off) 300 Poor Input Lag (Game Mode) 11.03 Good HDR10 Black Glow (0%) 0.005 Good white brightness peak (10% win) 881 Average Gamut % UHDA/P3 (CIE 1976) 97.39 Good Avg. Color
check error 4.60 Average input lag (game mode, 4K HDR) 11.00 Good TCL 65R625 CNET review results By David Katzmeyer at ScribdCorrection: Initially this review said the 2019 6-Series lacked the function of automatic game mode. It actually has an automatic game mode. Mode. tcl 55 4k review. tcl
50 4k review. tcl 65 4k review. tcl 43 inch 4k review. tcl 49 roku tv 4k review. tcl tv 4k review. tcl 4 series 4k review. tcl 65s425-ca 4k review
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